
A GROUP EXPERIENCE
WHAT IS INCLUDED...

3 live Educational Presentations
Includes 1 (optional) in-person presentation, for Day 0 of the
hatching schedule. Day 11 & Day 18 will be done via zoom at the
pre-determined scheduled date/time (see website for all the
details & important dates). OR additional in-person presentations
can be arranged, at an additional cost (see below), at a
collaborative determined times.

Step-by-step guide & bonus resources
1 week before the program starts you will receive access to the
entire online program, where all the detailed information on
how to hatch your chickens is provided! Additionally, you will
be given access to plenty of resources if you wish to further
your education about chickens with your students.

Entire Equipment + Animal Cuddles
We provide drop off & pick up of equipment + chicks. We lend
you 1 incubator, candler, egg rotator, a heating pad, chick
feeders & feed, and 12 fertilized eggs. After hatching, you will get
copious amounts of cuteness & cuddles.

https://www.yourhealingcircle.com/hatching-experience
hello@yourhealingcircle.com

Hands on learning

experience for people

of all ages

Program Details + Your commitment

THANK YOU FOR THINKING OF US!

Cost: $250 | The program runs for a total of 27 days
Additional optional costs for in-person presentations: $50 for 1
or $75 for both
NOTE: Please read & take note of "The Commitment for Groups"
on our website page:
https://www.yourhealingcircle.com/hatching-experience

*Payment method accepted
only: Paypal & etransfer*



 I wanted to take a moment to express my deepest gratitude for the wonderful chick hatching
project that you organized for our school. The experience has been truly remarkable, leaving a
lasting impact on our students and creating cherished memories for years to come.

Not only did the chick hatching project provide an invaluable educational experience, but it
also helped instill a sense of responsibility and empathy among our students. They have
learned to care for these delicate creatures, understanding the importance of nurturing and
protecting life. Your project has sparked a genuine interest in biology and animal welfare,
encouraging our students to explore these areas further.

Beyond the educational benefits, the chick hatching project has brought immense joy and
excitement to our school community. Seeing the joy on the faces of our students as they
witnessed the first cracks in the eggs and the subsequent emergence of fluffy little chicks was
truly priceless. The project has created a sense of togetherness, as students, teachers, and
parents alike were captivated by the journey of the chicks from eggs to lively beings.

We look forward to more incredible initiatives and projects with you in the future!

~ Katrina

What Schools are saying
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"This was one of the best
learning experiences our

family has ever
participated in. Stef was

wonderfully attentive and
kind. She answered

questions promptly and
listened attentively to
anything my children

wanted to share. Her love
for chickens was

contagious and my
children now want to own

chickens of their own.
THANK YOU for a most
wonderful adventure."

What Families are saying

There is a persuasive amount of evidence of the benefits & therapeutic value of
spending time with animals.  (Richard Louv, 2008)

"It’s a great learning experience for youth
and adults alike. The hatching of course is
the best part, but the journey to get there

was fun, interactive, educational and
intriguing. Thanks again Stef, we highly

recommend this program!"

Valérie

"Thank you! This experience was amazing! It truly was
healing, my children, especially my teens found peace and
healing with this little chicks. I’m very happy!" 

"This experience was beyond my expectations!
Our whole family participated from ages 3, to 15

(and adults!). (...) My children watched a chick
hatch and my teen had tears in her eyes. Our

whole family worked together and shared this
experience. (...) An experience we will never

forget."

Jessica

Leanne
Angie
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